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CALL: THE STATE OF THE PROFESSION

Norman Johnson, Editor, CALL Digest

Think back with me. Ten years ago, in 1979, the
microcomputer revolution was just breaking out. Up until that
time, computer-assisted language learning had been the private
domain of a few large research universities. Most of the CALL
programs available were an outgrowth of the programmed
instruction approach to leaming, which was not exactly the
accepted model of second language instruction, even at that time.
With the sudden availability of inexpensive microcomputers
many peoplc, including teachers in a wide variety of settings,
began playing around with these machines. Do yourememberthe
first microcomputer you ever used? I was first introduced to
microcomputers in 1980 and already by that time they were
gettrng beyond the stage of being mere novelty toys. Practical
applications such as simple word processors, spreadsheets and
database programs were available, as well as some unsophisti-
cated instructional software. Do you remember using the first
version of Bank St. Writer or feehng excited about the educa-
tional philosophy of MasterType? Many of us didn'tknow what
we were doing or why; we were merely experimenting witl a new
tool that we felt had classroom promise.

Today, in many ways that promise is being fulfilled.
Expanded memory has increased phenomenal ly the
microcomputer's power to manipulate language data. I-ocal area
networks and large screen projectors are overcoming many of the
barriers to access to and efficient use of microcomputers with
students. The fruitof gpassroots experimentation hasbeen mixed
with careful research resulting in improved software for
language learning. Schools are increasingly planning for the use
of microcomputers through staff training, adequate budgeting
and curriculum integration. (While it's true that not every school
is experiencing this, yet more and more this is the case.) The
examples of computer use at Harvard University and Union
County College written up in this issue are not ideaiisnc research
projects but rather realistic models of what can be and is being
done with CALL today. The basic understanding is that comput-
ers are powerful mols that can be used in a variety of ways !o
support mstruction and that their use should be integrated where-
ever appropriate throughout the curriculum. There are many
research questions yet to be answered about CALL, as Carol

Chapelle notes in her perceptive essay in this issue, buL rhc starc
of our profession has certainly emerged from inf-ancy, and, darc
I say, come through the throes ofearly adolescence to thc vcrgc
of matunty. We are certainly excited as we anLicipate the devcl-
opments of the 1990s in our new quarterly format as C.4,LL
Journal.In the meantime, enjoy this feast of thoughtful writing
on the state of our orofession in 1989.

AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER APPLICA.
TIONS IN THE HARVARD ESL PROGRAMS

Karen Price, Harvard University

Since 1981, Harvard ESL has been exploring computer ap-
plications and assisting instructors to incorporate technoloc)' in
meaningful ways in the language classroom. Software and hard-
ware are used for activities not. otherwise possible. The starting
point is always what the instructor a@!y does. Thc tcchnoiogl,
suppofis the various ways instructors teach and serves pre-exist-
ing educational goals. Depending upon the objectives of thc
instructor, the technology can serve as discussion gencrator,
lecture aid, inrclligentelectronic chalkboard, or arbiter, as ittests
studenthypothescs in simulation activities or in the manipulation
of databases.

The diversity of computer applications at Harvard's Pro-
grams of English as a Second Language mirrors the diversity of
the student population. The year-round programs welcome ap-
proximately 700 studens per term from both Harvard and thc
greater Boston community. Students from more than 50 coun-
tnesparticipate in ESL's various intensive and part-time English
classes. The students have a range of educational and profes-
sional experiences, as well as a variety of incoming competency
levels and motivations for studying English.

FACILITIES:

In 1984, ESL received an ACIS grant from IBM, which
provided 16 IBM-PC's in an ESL classroom during a summer
session. In subsequent years, students have had carefully pro-
scribed access to sixteen workstations at Harvard's Science
Center. A recent summer saw some 5,000 hours of computer usc
at the Science Center by ESL students and faculty. Experience
has shown ESL that computer resources in the classroom as well
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use the various computer programs, a meaningful achievement in
is own right.

Today, the IIE has a flexible nefworked system with a
separate CALL labandopen language laballowing the entireIIE
student population at the Elizabeth Campus (700) to use CALL
on a weekly basis. Approximately 80Vo of the classes are
incorporating a segmentof the curriculum. A computerequipped
classroom and portable classroom computers are also used with
classes in small group activities. Two large-screen r.yerhead
projectors are available to introduce students to the various
CALL and writing process lessons in a whole class setting,
especially in large classes of 25 students or more. Thus, wittr this
uniquely designed curriculum and laboratory setup, students are
better able to reinforce their language and cognirive skills as well
as enhance their knowledge of computer concepts and operations
on a regular basis.

With this established program, Union County College's
Institute for Intensive English now serves as a model for other
ESL programs in New Jcrsey.

Project ESL Author lesson plan units are available !o ESL
programs at large. Dissemination will commence at the begin-
ning of 1990. For further information contact:

Marinna M. Kolaitis, Project ESL Autior Director, Institute for
Intensive English - Union County College, 10 Butler St., Eliza-
beth, NJ 01202. Tel: (201)965-6031.

PROJECT ESL AUTI{OR
LESSON PLAN FORMAT

1. Level: 06t
2. Syllabus Prerequisite: Verbs ofUrgency: Indirecr Soeech
3. Unit Title: ncwc
4. Program:

SEOUTTTIR
RHUBARB

Text Title:
SOCIAL SECURITY-DIALOGUE
SOCIAL SECUzuTY

READING STRATEGY ROOMMATES FORTHE ELDERLY
5. Related Matenals:

WDEO - "COCCOON''

COMPOSITION
6. Suggested Lesson Plan:

1. Give out composition topics; the studenls should be prepared to
rvrite on one of the topics in class the nexl. meeting
2. Watch the movie "Cocoon" up to the end of the disco scene
(approx. I hr.) Discuss the main chamcters. retirement hcrnes and
nursing homes.
3. The next dav. write in class.
4. Finish the movre.
5. Go to the ccrnputer lab. Students do SEOUTIUR (907o or hisher in
order to move on).
The SAME DAY (if possible). do the RHUBARB. The RHUBARB
program is a rctellins of the SEOUTruR. so it's important to do
it the same day. if possible.
6. The followine week. do the READING STRATEGY.
Before doing the prosram. discuss the dtle.
Have the students do the program.
For homework-give lhern lhe READING STRATEGY cloze ro
fill in at horne.

6. Approx. wks/cycle: 4th or 5th week of 061

(lesson plan by Dorothy Buxak)
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MAYBE WE SHOI,JLD GTVE THEM WHAT
THEY WANT ...

Vance Stevens, Sulan Qabms University

When the cinema camera was first invente( early directors
staged plays and filmed them snaight on; it was only through
graduat experience that the cinematographer's art produced
effects that took advantage of the unique and powerful properties
of the medium. In Mindsorms, Seymour Papert used this ex-
ample to illustrate how coursewre developers with minds
deeply root€d in linear, lextual modes of lesson delivery had
transported book-like exercises !o computers and so missed
potentials inherent in that medium.

Softwaredevelopers now have a much betterundersBnding
of how computers shouldbeprogrammed !o exploitthoseaspects
of CALL environments that lend themselves to exploratory
language learning, and werarely encounter these days the book-
ish, wrong-try-again sortof software that many of us cut our teeth
on but have since abandoned. That is to say that CALL software
developers have over time discovered much about what comput-
ers can do to promote learning and are exploring novel ways to
appropriately use them. But what of tle users of our products?
Has their sophisticuion with computers kept pace with ours, or
do they fail o grasp the significance of what we are doing for
them? Although answers will differ from one situation to another,
courseware developers should at least be asking these questions.

Four years into running a self-access CALL lab at Sultan
Qaboos University in Oman, I am struck by the indifference
shown to our advanced CALL facilities by a large proportion of
entering freshmen. For the most part, our sildents encounter
computers hands-on for the first time in their lives at our univer-
sity, having never had opportunities in earlier schooling for
exposure to computer-based discovery learning. Although we
have many inquisitive and clever students at our university, for
ttose whose minds arerooted in bookish, wrong-ry-again modes
of snrdy, our computer lab with iS impressive databases and tools
for exploring these might as well contain windows on runes from
anotherplanel

We have triedvariousmeansof informing ourstudents about
the scope and purpce of our lab seup; for example, we have
given orientation sessions, conducted semester-long obligatory
and guided "self-access" sessions, and provided mini-courses on
exploratory sofrware within otherEnglish couses. The comput-
ers are mobbed at oriencation sessions, and the students look
forward !o using them if given the oppornrniry in class. They even
come with some regularity to true self-access evening sessions.
But they seem mainly interested in games, nevermind the con-
tent They try out the exploraory tools, but often without grasp



ing the philosophy behind thern. Despite our efforts o tell them,
they often fail o see the (often direcD relationship berween the
databases and the courses they are sordying, and rather than
devote the sustained and concentrated effort to these tools that
might yieldbenef,rts, they prefer to jump purposelessly ftom one
item of software to another, as one might idly change channels
when watching TV with nothing bener to do. Even though I might
personally sit with students andpatiently walk them through orn
most powerful programs, explaining in terms they can under-
stand why we designed them the way we did and how they can use
them to improve their English, the reaction is often a polite five
orten minutes with ttre sofrware, and then the inevitablequestion,
"Do you have anything that teaches grarnmar?"

It's a question that rankles, but one that is repeated often
enough to require atrention, and possibly even acarefully consid-
ered answer. At the most recent TESOL Confererrce, Claire
Bradin raised a few eyebrows with her talk on a possible role for
drill-and-practice in computer labs. I myself have suggested in
print and more than once that one should at least try out some
drill-and-kill software that teaches a language one is trying to
leam before tossing the concept out entirely. Furthermore, recent
indications are that some students may be predisposed to deduc-
tively-based courseware just as others may acquire a bit of a
target language through simulations or adventure games. So why
don't we have any software that "teaches grammar?"

Of course, we do! What do you think these exploratory
software packages are supposed to do - I mean, if you just sat
down and gave it a chance ... !!? At least that's what I would like
to say in response to this quesfion. But have you ever tried to
distill for a group of computer-naive ESL students in the amount
of time you have before they start looking frntively at their
watches the philosophy behind the approach you have chosen !o
impart to them some competence in the language they are
supposed !o be serious about learning? To do justice to the
attempt risks inducing glazed faces and blank shres.

The most important consideration is why they ask the
question in the first place. I rhink ir is simply that they resist
modes of snrdy different from the one they were brought up on,
and althoughone goal of university training is topromoteinqury
leaming, it will akedme before the old ways are extinguished in
favor of more productive ones. Therefore, the proper answer to
the question is probably to try and inculcate ttre philosophy
behind discovery learning until the eyes start darting oward the
wrisnvarch, and then go and get them a gnmmar lesson. I think
tlat, most of us have, when we were students, experienced
wasting time in one course of study or another, blithely ignoring
what someone was trying hard to teach us and even failing o seek
ways of learning it on our own, only to at some other time in life
gravitate toward the same subject because it has taken on a new
relevance to us. Accordingly, it is unrealistic to expect every
student who walks into a computer lab O suddenly absorb a
predilection for methods of learning rhat we think works best
there. The best we can exp€ct is that such a predilection may
evolve over time. A self-access CALL lab needs to have
something for every student, and for some of these students, that

something is a straighforward grammar lesson.

I'm not suggesting ttrat we revert to modes of delivery that
replicate lessons found in books. I am saying that some sfirdents
want the computer to teach them something, and we software
designers must on occasion remember to bring our heads in out
of the clouds and meet leamers on their own hrf. We who have
been growing the most comfortable working with computers
over the years are perhaps in the greatest danger ofracing ahead
of our audience, who may need a little time to catch up. Mean-
while, we should be grving them a little of what at least appea$
to be what they want, and designing it cleverly so that it teaches
content in a tangible sense, yet in a way that will expose learners
to the unique benefits of computer-based media, whet ttreir
appetites for more, and lead them gradually into the modes of
inquiry learning that we enlightened developers think they
should be pursuing. Easier said than done!

Meanwhile, I ttrink I may try relabeling some of my discov-
ery programs Grammar l-esson I, Grammar Lesson II, and so
forth. Who knows, it may work!
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CALL RESEARCH IN THE 1980s: SETTING
THE STAGE FOR THE 1990s

Carol Chapelle, Deparrnent of English, Iowa State University

CALL research, like other second language acquisition
(SLA) research, anempts to assess factors related to students'
second language learning. The specific mettrods used to make
those assessments have been modihed over the past decade as
both CALL developers and second language researchers refine
their understanding of ttreir helds. These refinements become
apparent when we examine the assumptions underlying the
CALL research question of the 1970s: "Is CALL effective in
improving students' second language competence?"

The question, although stating precisely what teachers want
to know, is based on four assumptions which have been chal-
Ienged throughout the 1980s and musr be addressed by the
research of the 1990s.

First, use of the term "CALL" in the question assumes that
all CALL activities are the same. Perhaps all CALL activities are
unique from otherlanguage leaming activities, butare they all the
same as one another? This monolithic view of CALL, although
inaccurate even in the 1970s, has been invalidated repeatedly by
both theoriss and pracritioners throughout the 1980s. In theory,
Papert's (1980) conceptualization of the computer as an environ-
ment !o explore rather than as a teacher to instruct marked the


